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Executive Summary

The market of antibiotics is characterised by pervasive market failure. Currently, manufacturers cannot recoup their investments in novel antibiotics as antimicrobial stewardship limits sales volumes while generic competition drives down prices and current health technology assessment (HTA) processes fail to recognise the broader value that antibiotics may deliver. Consequently, many large pharmaceutical companies left the antibiotics space while smaller players went bankrupt. The current situation puts our society on a vulnerable trajectory of ever-growing antibiotic resistance while the effectiveness of existing antibiotics diminishes, and very few new antibiotics become available.

Multiple solutions have been proposed to fix the market failure and future-proof antibiotic innovation. One option is a globally aligned, value-based, fully-delinked pull incentive. Under such a mechanism, payers pay manufacturers a pre-specified subscription fee – based on the value of the antibiotic – over a pre-specified period, regardless of the volume of antibiotics used. To succeed, such a mechanism must provide a sufficiently large incentive shared by enough countries, assess and reward the most needed products and distinguish higher from lower value products (see Box 1). Important questions on how to achieve this, however, remain.

**BOX 1: DESIGN ELEMENTS FOR A SUCCESSFUL VALUE-BASED DELINKED PULL INCENTIVE FOR ANTIBIOTICS**

This report is based on desk research and a workshop between policymakers, payers, health economists and experts in AMR from the UK and internationally that was facilitated in November 2022. It aims to answer critical aspects of the questions outlined above.
How much is needed?

Companies make investment decisions partly based on expectations of global revenues. Therefore, the size of a global pull incentive should be calculated by aggregating revenue from all countries where the product is sold. The best estimate for a 10-year ‘subscription’ type payment that would cover the entire development process for a novel antibiotic asset and generate a large enough global incentive fully delinked from sales volumes is $4.2 billion (Outterson, 2021). A country’s fair share towards such an incentive can be based on its relative wealth and, therefore, its ability to pay as proxied by its gross domestic product (GDP).

Who pays?

The individual contribution to the global pull incentive of a specific country depends on the number of countries that contribute. Which countries eventually will do so depends on many factors. At a minimum, these should be the seven wealthiest nations (G7) based on their GDP. However, the burden for these countries would significantly be reduced if, for example, the twenty wealthiest nations and the European Union (G20 + EU) by the size of GDP contributed.

With the NICE-NHS England Antimicrobial Resistance Pilot, the UK led the movement to fix the broken antibiotic market by example. While the maximum payment within the pilot was capped at £10M/year, the UK’s fair share of an overall incentive would be around £23M/year for ten years if only the G7 countries contributed. If, however, all G20 countries (and remaining EU countries) contributed to such an incentive, the UK’s fair share would be lower, around £12M/year for ten years. Therefore, it is now more urgent than ever for other countries to follow suit so that the UK’s effort will be worthwhile, and the mechanism becomes financially sufficient and sustainable on a global level.

What for?

Eligible products should be selected primarily based on globally aligned criteria, including the unmet need to be addressed and a target product profile (TPP) setting out desired product characteristics and required efficacy estimates. Unmet needs should be defined using WHO priority pathogens levels and incorporate local unmet needs (if these were to be different). Following the eligibility screening process, the company and payer would enter into a contract guaranteeing the company a minimum subscription fee if the criteria and the TPP are met. In the medium to long run, the criteria can change to reflect changing unmet needs and requirements for changes in antibiotic development portfolios.

How to differentiate between different individual antibiotics according to relative value?

Value assessment must be local, and its methodology must distinguish between higher and lower-value products. The system should enable a value-based top-up based on a minimum subscription fee within a reasonable range to incentivise higher-value products. This will enable differential value to be rewarded within a subscription system intended to provide acceptable average returns on research and development (R&D) for antibiotics meeting the eligibility criteria.

The recent review by NICE has shown the complexity of doing a fully quantitative estimate of benefit (e.g., by calculating quality-adjusted life years (QALYs)) and the time and resources required. In the short run, the subscription fee for individual products could be set using a categorical, points-based scoring system.

The value of an antibiotic is, amongst other things, dependent on the use strategy. Therefore, the HTA agency and the company must define how the antibiotic will be used in the health system to maximise societal value over time so that appropriate evidence to support this broader value
assessment can be developed. The evaluation should use the STEDI value framework (incl. spectrum, transmission, enablement, diversity, and insurance value) to help capture the broader value profile of an antibiotic.

Depending on the use strategy adopted for the evaluation, some STEDI-categories are mutually exclusive or partly duplicative. Hence, any points-based system will need to use robust multi-criteria decision analysis in which duplication and mutual exclusivity are addressed. Any assessment using QALYs or points should allow for a reassessment after a period of time in which it is possible to consider additional real-world evidence on key parameters from local settings.

In the medium term (3-5 years), the methodology underlying the scoring mechanism to establish the subscription fee should be refined. In the long run (>5 years), a full population-level economic evaluation linked to QALYs incorporating an antibiotic’s STEDI value should be aimed for. To achieve this, investment in research is needed in the short term to develop communities of practice around economic modelling for antibiotics with a view to generating methods and finding evidence sources that will enable population benefits to be estimated using QALY-based modelling with appropriate adjustment for risk aversion.
1 Introduction

Antibiotics, a subgroup of antimicrobials, are vital medicines. In the presence of antimicrobial resistance (AMR\(^1\)), however, their ability to treat infections is reduced, with alarming impacts on our future health and wealth (Antimicrobial Resistance Collaborators, 2022; World Bank, 2017). Despite this bleak outlook, the current pipeline for new antibiotics is weak, with over 80% of new antibiotics belonging to existing classes where resistance is already high (WHO, 2022). This situation puts our society on a vulnerable trajectory of ever-growing antibiotic resistance while the effectiveness of existing antibiotics diminishes.

The main reason for the status quo is the pervasive market failure in antibiotics. On the supply side, antibiotic research and development carries a greater risk of failure than other pharmaceutical products because many promising compounds have high toxicity (Prasad et al., 2022). This greater risk, however, is not rewarded: expected sales volumes are likely to be low as antimicrobial stewardship practices limit the use of new products to decrease the likelihood of antimicrobial resistance to new drugs and treatment durations are generally short. At the same time, novel antibiotics face price pressure from generic competition and are often undervalued because existing HTA methodologies fail to capture their full value. The result is a lack of incentives to invest in antibiotic development under the traditional pharmaceutical innovation and reward model (O’Neill, 2014). Consequently, many large pharmaceutical companies left the antibiotics space while smaller players went bankrupt (Taylor, 2020; Bayer and Kansteiner, 2023).

Recognising the antibiotic market’s failure, both push and pull funding have been proposed to improve incentives. Push funding is given to companies by public research funds and philanthropy to support costs of R&D, whereas pull funding is promised to companies as a reward for a specified product if and when it reaches the market. Health economists have proposed a ‘volume-delinked model’ as a potential pull incentive to overcome the failures in the antibiotic market. The delinked model rewards successful antibiotic innovation to encourage companies to invest in antibiotic development in a way that is not linked to the volumes of antibiotics used (Clift et al., 2015; Rex and Outterson, 2016). A volume-delinked pull incentive gives companies guaranteed revenue on the market launch of a new antibiotic that would not be affected by low sales volumes. If aggregated global revenues, through pull incentives or traditional volume-linked reimbursement, are large enough, companies should be attracted to invest in antibiotic development.

Such a fully-delinked pull incentive has been coined the ‘Netflix Model’ as the manufacturers get paid based on a subscription fee, independently of how many antibiotics are used. For such a model to be successful, three major stages are necessary:

- It has to be established how much should be paid to reach a sufficient global pull, who should pay this (e.g., the G7 or G20) and how to determine each contributor’s fair share.
- Clear eligibility criteria have to be defined for products to be selected for funding through the pull incentive.

\(^1\) In this document we use antimicrobial resistance, or AMR, as a broad term encompassing resistance to drugs for infections caused by other microbes such as parasites (e.g. malaria), viruses (e.g. HIV), and fungi (e.g. Candida) (WHO, 2022). Although some papers referenced focus on antibiotic resistance and therefore bacteria, many of the themes are shared across the wider topic of AMR involving to antivirals and antifungals. For all technologies under the AMR-umbrella, traditional value assessments are outdated do not recognise their true value to society.
• The expected relative value of the selected antibiotics should be assessed considering their planned usage in a specific country to establish the corresponding payment level within the (range of) that country’s fair share.

In 2020, England became the first country in the world to pilot a fully-delinked pull incentive for paying for antimicrobials. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)-NHS England AMR Pilot (the ‘NICE-NHSE pilot’) trialled a subscription-type model for two antibiotics for severe infections that are resistant to the last line of antibiotics (NICE, 2022). For the first time, the value assessment sought to account for the value of the antibiotics beyond the value to the individual patient to enable NICE and NHS England to tailor the subscription fee to the broader, population-level value of each antibiotic. The new methodology was an important step in recognising that the value of an antimicrobial should be considered at a population level rather than a patient level. However, there were a number of challenges to implementing the pilot, including the methodology to determine payment levels, the resources required for the value assessment process and the related high uncertainty within the value assessment process. The learnings from the NICE-NHSE pilot, however, will be helpful for future iterations in England as well as other countries looking to implement a pull incentive for antimicrobials (Leonard et al., 2023).

In this paper, we will describe the requirements for estimating a country’s fair share of the pull incentive, which antibiotics should be eligible for the pull mechanism and how to set a value-based reward. We also present key learnings from the NICE-NHSE pilot that policymakers and payers internationally should be aware of as they implement similar solutions to address the challenge of AMR. In addition, we will present our recommendations for best practices for pull incentive schemes for antimicrobials in the future based on literature research and insights from an expert workshop.

Throughout this paper, we will refer to antimicrobials to target bacteria and will not be discussing the specific requirements of antifungals and anti-virals, although the same considerations may apply in those contexts.

2 Methods

To develop this report, OHE undertook a pragmatic literature review and convened a workshop of experts to discuss principles of best practices for pull incentives for antimicrobials. Participants in the roundtable included policymakers, payers, health economists and experts in AMR from the UK and internationally. Chatham House Rules were used to encourage open discussion, and no names or affiliations will be disclosed in this report.
Establishing agreed requirements for a global pull incentive is essential if the incentive is to be effective. There are, however, multiple areas of disagreement between experts on the key requirements of a successful pull incentive for antimicrobials. Some of these disagreements will require political judgement rather than evidence to solve, but they are important to articulate to increase the chance that pull incentives will achieve their stated goals.

**Push and pull incentives**

Push and pull incentives stimulate innovation in a particular field by changing how the innovation is funded and rewarded compared to how it would be under ‘normal’ market conditions. These incentives are used when there is a recognised market failure or weakness in the market and a high unmet need which together justifies intervention.

Push incentives comprise funding for development, reducing the costs of R&D for the development and include mechanisms like research funding grants and tax credits (Renwick, Brogan and Mossialos, 2014). Pull incentives instead increase future revenue by providing rewards for innovation outside of the normal market to motivate developers to invest at risk in R&D. They can be linked to explicit outcomes to increase the efficiency of the incentive. Examples include advanced market commitments, patent buyouts and prizes (Renwick, Brogan and Mossialos, 2014). There are also hybrid options that use both aspects of push and pull (Sciarretta et al., 2016).

**The pull incentive model**

Pull mechanisms differ in how much the reward is delinked from sales (Milken Institute, 2022). Volume-delinked options that allow for rewarding antimicrobials with low volumes include fully-delinked subscription models and partially-delinked transferable exclusivity extensions (TEEs). Subscription models function by guaranteeing the manufacturer an annual payment regardless of the actual number of doses used. Through a TEE, the antimicrobial developer is granted a right to extend the period of monopolistic patent protection on one of its other products, or it can sell the TEE to another company. The TEE, therefore, generates revenue in addition to the sales revenue of the antimicrobial (Seabury and Sood, 2017; Rome and Kesselheim, 2020; Årdal et al., 2020). Whereas the US and the UK have opted for a subscription model to pay for new antibiotics, and others have argued for this mechanism as well (Årdal, Lacotte and Ploy, 2020), the European Union (EU) is currently discussing a TEE model. However, significant pushback from member states to this model has been voiced (McDonnell, 2022; Årdal et al., 2023). As long as the aggregated rewards contribute to a large enough global incentive to stimulate investment, each country, or group of countries such as the EU, should choose their own preferred mechanism. That said, this may create additional challenges for implementation, with stakeholders needing to develop and negotiate a different approach in each country or group of countries.

The remainder of this paper will focus on a subscription mechanism and draws heavily from the specific learnings from the NICE-NHSE pilot. However, the overall insights are likely to be relevant across different types of pull incentive models.

**The requirements for an effective pull incentive**

In order to achieve the aim of stimulating innovation, the pull incentive has six main requirements that correspond to the three major stages mentioned above. Firstly, it needs a way to determine the minimum size of the global incentive that would be large enough to attract R&D investment.
Secondly, it needs a way to share this incentive across a reasonable group of contributor countries. Thirdly the pull incentive needs an *a priori*-defined description of what products will be rewarded, and fourthly a mechanism to assess product eligibility (i.e., whether or not it meets the *a priori* requirements). Fifth, the pull incentive needs an agreed mechanism to pay the reward defined through a contracting process, and finally, it should be able to distinguish higher from lower value products to incentive high-value innovation. The recommendations made in the rest of this report aim to contribute to the design of a pull incentive to meet these requirements.
4 Calculating the fair share of a global pull incentive for antibiotics

In general, a pull incentive is needed in cases where there is not a large enough expected market to attract private R&D investment (Kremer, 1998; Cernuschi et al., 2011; Kremer, Levin and Snyder, 2020; Towse et al., 2021). In the context of antimicrobials, estimates of the size of the incentive needed to attract private investment depend on several important assumptions.

4.1 Previous estimates of the size of a global pull incentive for an antibiotic

A number of studies have been published estimating how large a global pull incentive would need to be to support investment in new antimicrobial development. For example, Sharma and Towse (2011) attempted to estimate the reward needed from a Europe-only advanced market commitment (AMC) pull incentive for a new antibiotic to raise the net present value (NPV) of investing in a new antimicrobial from $100 million to $200 million. Assuring global sales revenues are unaffected, they model that a 5 year European AMC would need to be €1.4 billion ($1.9 billion) to achieve an NPV of €150 million ($200 million) (Sharma and Towse, 2011).

The DRIVE-AB report (Ardal et al., 2018) estimated that $1 billion per novel agent would be needed globally to provide the return needed to drive innovation and would lead to an additional 18 antibacterial products over the course of three decades (when coupled with increasing push incentives, i.e., public research funding). The authors model the likelihood of an antibiotic reaching the market under various assumptions and policy interventions, assuming that expected NPV must be at least equal to a threshold which varies based on the developer. The model, however, assumes post-approval costs of only $10 million – a value considered to be a significant underestimate (Rex, 2020). By comparison, Towse et al. (2017) assume out-of-pocket costs of $354 million.

Sertkaya et al. (2014) calculated an estimate based on costs of development in which a reward of $1-1.4 billion is needed to produce an expected private NPV of $100 million on an antibiotic discovery project. They state that the $100 million used as a threshold in their analysis is the opportunity cost of engaging in R&D, although they admit the figure is arbitrary. Their results do not account for the investment needed to fund early stage discovery R&D and therefore underestimate the risk and cost of preclinical R&D (Outterson, 2021). They also potentially overestimate revenues as they assume the revenue of a novel antibiotic is equivalent to daptomycin, the most successful antibiotic in the past two decades (Outterson, 2021). A summary of these estimates is provided in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>NPV RETURN</th>
<th>INCENTIVE NEEDED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sharma and Towse, 2011</td>
<td>$200 million</td>
<td>$1.9 billion (Europe only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE-AB report 2018</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>$1 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sertkaya et al., 2014</td>
<td>$100 million</td>
<td>$1.0-1.2 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outterson 2021</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>$1.5-8.9 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They cite evidence that the NPV of investing in new antimicrobials ($100 million) is much lower than in other therapeutic areas, for example $300 million for oncology and $720 million for neuroscience.
4.2 Current best estimate of the size of a global antibiotic pull incentive

The Outterson (2021) estimates are regarded as the most up-to-date and appropriate for estimating the global pull incentive under a subscription model. Outterson conducted an exhaustive review of cost and success estimates for antibiotics (including cost estimates in Towse et al., 2017). Outterson then presents the best estimate of a cost-based pull incentive needed to generate a positive net present value for an antibiotic in a number of different scenarios. The pull incentive estimates were sensitive to assumptions of the level of development cost-sharing (i.e., push funding), expected peak year sales and the clinical and preclinical probability of success. The results are shown in Figure 1.

4.2.1 Fully delinked, phase 2-ready asset, subscription over 10 years

For a 10-year subscription payment, fully delinked from sales volumes, the appropriate pull incentive for a phase 2-ready asset is **$2.2-$4.8 billion (best estimate $3.1 billion)**. This scenario depends on the AMR Action Fund, a fund established by industry in collaboration with the World Health Organization (WHO), the European Investment Bank (EIB), and the Wellcome Trust to support assets through late-stage clinical development to market launch and aim to deliver 2-4 novel antibiotics by 2030 (AMR Action Fund, 2022). Assets at this stage have been through phase 1 but have not yet been through phase 2 or 3 studies; therefore, they are partially de-risked assets. The pull incentive in this scenario describes the return needed for the AMR Action Fund or other commercial acquirers to acquire a phase 2-ready asset for $500 million over the patent term. Over 75% of antibiotic developers are Small or Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs), many of which have only one product (PEW, 2020). As a result, many antibiotic developers see the AMR Action Fund or another acquirer as part of their commercial pathway. Outterson judged it to be the best estimate for phase 2-ready assets.

4.2.2 Fully delinked, subscription over 10 years

For a 10-year subscription payment, fully delinked from sales volumes, for a full development process, the estimate for the appropriate pull incentive is **$3.3-$8.9 billion (best estimate $4.2 billion)**. This estimate considers assets within earlier stages of development; therefore, the estimate is more representative of the whole antibiotic pipeline that a pull incentive aims to support.

4.2.3 Partially delinked, upfront payment

For a pull incentive that is based on a partially delinked market entry reward where the company will keep revenues generated by sales, Outterson’s estimate is **$1.5-$4.8 billion (best estimate $2.2 billion)**. In this scenario, the pull incentive will be paid on market entry, and revenues will be supplemented by sales. It is, therefore, similar to pull incentives based on market entry rewards like the Transferable Exclusivity Extensions (TEE) considered by the EU.
4.2.4 Assumptions of estimates

The Outterson estimates are based on estimates of the costs of developing an antibiotic and the pull incentive needed to generate a positive NPV for companies. They are not intended to reflect the societal value of antibiotics, which previous work has shown is both highly variable across products and potentially significantly greater than the return needed to generate a positive NPV (Sertkaya et al., 2014). A cost-based estimate of a pull incentive needs to be complimented with some form of value assessment to support value-based rewards. However, the cost-based pull incentive from Outterson provides a global lower bound estimate of the size a pull incentive should be to bring a product to market. For a 10-year, fully delinked subscription model, the best estimate is $4.2 billion over 10 years globally.

4.3 Which countries should share the burden of paying the global pull?

Companies make investment decisions based on expectations of global revenues. Therefore, the size of a global pull incentive would be calculated by aggregating revenue from all countries where the product is sold.

Judgement is required to decide how the global pull incentive should be shared between individual countries, ensuring fairness and preventing free riding. The total global pull incentive could be divided between countries based on a number of metrics, including their relative need for antibiotics (i.e., resistance rates) or market share of the global antibiotics market. However, given pull incentives are targeting a global problem, the preferred method put forward in the literature for sharing the pull incentive is to use relative wealth (e.g., GDP or GDP per capita\(^3\)). A country’s ability to pay for the incentive would therefore be a key driver of its contribution to the global pull incentive rather than it

---

\(^3\) All GDP data for the estimates presented are taken from the 2021 GDP data published by the International Monetary Fund available from: [World Economic Outlook Database April 2022](https://www.imf.org/en/Topics/imf-and-the-world-economic-outlook/database)
being based on an estimate of current need. We follow others in proposing GDP as a reasonable metric for sharing the global pull incentive figures developed by the Outterson 2021 analysis.

4.4 Experience from NHS England estimates in the England AMR Pilot

According to NHS England and NHS Improvement (2021, p.2), the maximum payment threshold "took account of the available literature on the level of global sales that would be needed for antimicrobials to become attractive investment propositions and considered that £10,000,000 per annum per antimicrobial to be a reasonable "fair share" for England". In particular, they considered the Outterson 2021 model to estimate the fair share. However, the requirement for a contractual cap, due to the competitive selective element of the pilot, might be less needed in the future.

4.5 Scenarios for estimating a country’s share of the global pull incentive

Below are two scenarios which aim to calculate the breakdown of the global pull incentive across countries by share of GDP. For the analysis, we use the best estimate ($4.2 billion over 10 years) from Outterson 2021 for the size of the global pull incentive to stimulate investment at any stage of the pipeline (i.e., including pre-phase 2-ready assets). We highlight what the UK, EU and the USA would have to pay to be covering their fair share, as these are the three countries/regions that have ongoing policy discussions on implementing a pull incentive.

The G7 share the pull incentive

The G7 has already committed to a joint agreement on AMR and made a political commitment to action (G7 Finance Ministers, 2021). In this scenario, the pull incentive would be shared between Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the UK and the United States. If all of the G7 countries committed to a pull incentive proportional to their share of the G7 GDP, the UK’s share would be approximately 7.1%. Therefore, under this assumption, the UK’s fair share of a pull incentive funded only by the G7 would be around £23M/year for 10 years, more than double the maximum subscription fee possible in the NICE-NHSE pilot (which was for England only). The US would need to pay $2.3 billion over 10 years, and Italy, Germany and France would have to pay a total of €940 million over 10 years. Figure 2 shows the full breakdown.
G20 + EU share the pull incentive
Many assessments of the share of the global pull incentive, including that of the NICE-NHSE pilot, take the G20 as a reasonable group of countries to share the global pull incentive. Of the G20, nine are middle-income countries (including India as a lower middle-income country), two do not have national AMR action plans, and six have AMR action plans that have begun to be implemented (WHO, 2021). Given previous political commitments to fight AMR, it is very unlikely that all the G20 countries will support a global pull incentive. Assuming for now, however, that all the G20 countries and the remaining countries of the European Union would commit to a pull incentive that is proportional to their share of the total G20 GDP, the UK would be expected to pay almost 3.8% of the global total. Therefore, the UK’s fair share of the global pull incentive would be £12.4M/year for 10 years. Accordingly, the US would have to pay $1.19 billion over 10 years, and the EU would have to pay €901 million over 10 years.\(^4\)

4.6 Recommendations for the subscription fee
To meet the requirements both of industry (to have a pull incentive that is large enough to stimulate investment in antibiotic development) and of payers (to reduce uncertainty regarding their budget planning), better information regarding the expected minimal annual subscription fee is required. The minimal required subscription fee per country is likely to fall into a range which depends on how many countries will contribute. The result should be that eligible products receive the minimum required pull incentive.

For the UK, in line with the best evidence, if all G20 countries contribute, the contribution should not be lower than 12 million/year over 10 years, as supported by the best estimates in the literature. If

\(^4\) Precise figures will vary depending on the exchange rate used
fewer countries contribute to the global pull incentive, the UK’s contribution might have to be more realistically around 23 million/year, as indicated by the estimate when only G7 countries participate.

The UK is leading the movement to fix the broken antibiotic market by example. However, it is now more urgent than ever for other countries to follow suit so that the UK’s effort is worthwhile.
5 Which antimicrobials should be eligible for payment through a pull mechanism?

Another key part of a pull incentive is defining which products should be eligible for it. There are multiple reasons to target a pull incentive to a subset of antimicrobials. Firstly, clear eligibility criteria send a strong signal to the industry about what kind of innovation payers will reward, shaping the type of products the industry invests in. Secondly, payers have to decide which products are high priority, so the eligibility criteria allow payers to prioritise the highest value products and maximise value for money.

5.1 International experience

The NICE-NHSE pilot separated the eligibility screening of products from their actual value assessment. A scoring system was used to decide which products would be eligible for the pull incentive. The distribution of points between the six major categories of the scoring system is shown in Figure 3. Fifty-five per cent of the total points were awarded for unmet needs, with 21% of those allocated to the global need and 34% allocated to the local need. The remaining 45% of points were allocated towards the degree of novelty (17%) and other contractual factors like the surety of supply and processes for antimicrobial stewardship and surveillance (each 9% of the total points) (See Figure 3).

![Weighting of scoring criteria in NHS eligibility screen](image)

**FIGURE 3 CHART SHOWING THE SHARE OF POINTS AVAILABLE TO DIFFERENT PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES USED WITHIN THE UK AMR PILOT ELIGIBILITY SCREENING PROCESS**

The eligibility criteria within the PASTEUR Act in the US, as currently written, are the target pathogen, clinical outcomes achieved for patients with multi-drug-resistant infections, the severity of disease, route of administration, not being affected by cross-resistance and having a novel mechanism of
action. These mechanisms build on recommended criteria from Rex and Outterson (2016) and are also used to determine the product-specific reward level (see chapter 5).

5.2 Areas of agreement and debate

Balancing global vs local needs
The discussion on defining eligibility criteria highlights the balance that antimicrobial pull incentives need to strike between stimulating innovation to address global and local unmet needs. There should be alignment between countries regarding the signals sent to industry to ‘pull’ in the same direction. The global need is relatively well-defined, the most influential being the WHO priority pathogen list, and experts agree that the priority pathogen list is relevant for defining both existing and future threats. Unlike with viruses, it is unlikely that an entirely new bacterial species would emerge in the next 50-100 years that would pose a threat to human health. Experts, therefore, believe that the kinds of bacteria prioritised within the list (i.e., mainly gram-negative species and staphylococcus aureus) will remain the main bacterial threats in the long term.

Assuming we can define ‘need’ at both a global and local level, there is a disagreement as to how to balance them. Some believe that globally unified criteria are advantageous as they send a consistent signal to industry, while others believe that the aggregate demand of more localised eligibility criteria would be sufficient while having the important benefit of reassuring local payers that they are getting value for money. In the short-term, local antibiotic priorities may not reflect the priorities within the WHO priority list. In high-income countries, like the UK, where the prevalence of untreatable drug-resistant infections is low, short-term priorities may differ. For example, there are calls within the UK for innovation within existing classes of antibiotics to improve safety profiles, for example, to develop broad-spectrum antibiotics with fewer side effects. Ultimately this tension needs to be balanced to ensure sufficient clarity of global signals to the industry.

Some argue, similarly to the debate around Covid-19 vaccines’ allocation, that AMR is a global problem with the potential to arise anywhere at any time: countries cannot protect themselves, and infectious diseases do not respect national borders. While this is clearly true at some level, there are also significant differences in the prevalence of resistance to important antibiotics across different countries linked to the local use of broad-spectrum antibiotics (Murray et al., 2022; Tan et al., 2022; Boni et al., 2022). While the pull incentive amount per country should be based on the ability to pay, it makes political sense for countries like the UK to set eligibility criteria that at least in part reflect national priorities. Otherwise, part of the AMR pull incentive could arguably be more appropriately funded through the Official Development Assistance (ODA) budget along with other initiatives intended to support low- and middle-income countries’ health systems.

Setting specific vs broad criteria for antibiotic innovation
There are implicit disagreements among experts about what kinds of product pull mechanisms should be used to incentivise. The debate often crystallises around which pathogens should be named within eligibility criteria, for example, whether all WHO priority pathogens should be incentivised or just level 1 (i.e., highest priority) pathogens. Some believe that pull incentives should mainly incentivise low-volume antibiotics for treating specific, low prevalence, untreatable resistant bacteria. Such new antibiotics would not be used day-to-day but would be available to prevent high-cost ward closures and save lives in the event of an outbreak. Others believe that pull incentives should be used to incentivise all antibiotics that address sufficient unmet needs defined in a broader sense, including higher prevalence and lower severity infections that place a burden on broad-spectrum antibiotics.

The benefit of broad eligibility criteria is that, in theory, the range of products developed is wide enough to give a portfolio of new antibiotics over the coming decades to address many different
infections. It also means that long-term investment signals can be sent without fear that over-specification may lead to a desire to ‘move the goalposts’ in the coming years, thereby changing the signal to the industry as short-term priorities are met. However, more specific criteria send a stronger signal to the industry and mean that, with a limited budget, the reward can go to products that would not generate enough return in the conventional volume-based reimbursement mechanism.

**De-risking for companies via a precommitment**

There is much debate resulting from different views on how the development risk should be shared between the developer and the payer. The two kinds of risk for developers are scientific risk resulting from uncertainty about the value of the product and commercial risk resulting from uncertainty about the returns the product is likely to generate. For the payer, there is also a risk associated with the value assessment during the second step of the scheme, whereby the points-based evaluation process is gamed by the industry to achieve higher value-based top-ups.

One mechanism for reducing scientific risk for developers is push funding, where public funders or private philanthropic organisations provide the investment needed for the early stages of antibiotic development. However, innovation still relies greatly on private investment for late-stage clinical development, which carries significant risks. Related risk reduction can be achieved in two ways: by reducing the absolute risk of bringing an antibiotic to market (e.g., through push funding) or by reducing the relative risk on the developer (e.g., by the payer assuming some of the risk). One way the payer can reduce the commercial risk is to offer precommitments of some of the contract value at an earlier stage of development, increasing the regulatory risk on payers. Although the context was exceptional in many ways, precommitments and advance commitments were shown to be powerful incentives in the context of Covid-19 vaccine development.

Within the PASTEUR Act, for example, the Department of Health and Human Services would give a guaranteed (minimum) reward based on comparing an early target product profile (TPP) to the pre-established valuation criteria. In this way, companies know at an earlier stage of innovation exactly what they need to deliver and exactly what they will receive if they deliver it, thereby reducing their commercial risk. Pull mechanisms proposed in other disease areas and country contexts have also suggested that linking the TPP to a set reward effectively strengthens the R&D incentive (Chalkidou et al., 2020; Towse et al., 2021). Some disagree with this approach, given the difficulty of judging value at the early stages of development and the question of what happens if the product does not meet its TPP. Experts also argue that scientific risk for antibiotics is already reduced substantially by push funding.

**5.3 Recommendations for eligibility screening**

The criteria for eligibility should be based on characteristics of the utility and efficacy of the product that are unlikely to change over time. The TPP is part of the eligibility criteria, and they should be clearly defined and designed to prevent regulatory risk—whereby the system can be gamed over time. For example, those criteria would cover global and local unmet need, efficacy, novelty and safety. Other important requirements, such as surety of supply and processes for antimicrobial stewardship and surveillance, may be better ensured through contractual arrangements and do not need to be included in the eligibility phase.

Unmet needs should incorporate global and local unmet needs with a weighting on global unmet need by using WHO’s pathogen prioritisation. The usage strategy should be established at this stage of the process, for example deciding whether products are set to be used daily (albeit at low levels) or reserved for future outbreaks.
Following the eligibility screening process, the company and payer would enter into a contract guaranteeing the company a minimum subscription fee on the supply of the product matching the criteria, including the TPP. On a global level, the criteria will be refined in the medium to long run as global needs and, therefore, required products may change.
6 Setting the value-based subscription fee for a novel antibiotic

Value assessment of medicines used to set prices typically relies on a relatively narrow definition of value that considers only the costs and benefits associated with the immediate treated patient. This approach fails to capture the broader value of antibiotics (the "externalities") – such as reducing resistance, preventing transmission of pathogens, or enablement of other medical procedures (Karlsberg Schaffer et al., 2017; Morton et al., 2019). Evidence indicates that the value of these effects is likely to be many times the immediate health gain for the treated patients (Morton et al., 2019; Wilsdon, Robson and Lu, 2022). As a result, prices for antibiotics, and therefore the rewards for innovation, have historically not reflected their value (Colson et al., 2021).

For the pull incentive to shape an efficient market, there must be a strong link between the payment amount and the value of the product (Danzon, Towse and Mestre-Ferrandiz, 2015). Estimates of the value of an antibiotic suggest it varies substantially between products. Sertkaya et al. (2014) assessed the social value of new antibiotics over a product lifetime of 20 years as ranging from $0.5 billion (for acute bacterial otitis media) to $12.2 billion (for hospital- or ventilator-associated bacterial pneumonia). Megiddo et al. (2019) also estimated the value of a new oral antibiotic (for management of secondary S. aureus infections) following an influenza pandemic and found that if the new antibiotic was held completely in reserve until a pandemic, the value to the UK society would be $2-4 billion. These estimates are summarised in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Value Estimated</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sertkaya et al. 2014</td>
<td>Value to society (US)</td>
<td>$0.5 billion-$12.2 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megiddo et al. 2019</td>
<td>Value to society (UK)</td>
<td>$2-4 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2: ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE AN ANTIBIOTIC BRINGS TO SOCIETY**

6.1 The broader value of antibiotics and the STEDI framework

Antibiotics deliver value beyond the treated individual. The STEDI framework is a conceptual framework to capture elements of the broader population value of an antibiotic, based on attributes of the value of antibiotics proposed by Karlsberg Schaffer et al. (2017), formalised by the Policy Research Unit in Economic Methods of Evaluation in Health and Social Care Interventions (EEPRU) (Rothery et al., 2018), and used within the NICE-NHSE Pilot. It was first named ‘STEDI’ by Outterson and Rex (2020) to refer to the five additional elements of value it incorporates.

In 2018 EEPRU (Rothery et al., 2018) published guidance for value assessment. EEPRU’s proposal was to use an estimation of the total number of population-level QALYs an antibiotic can generate through each of the STEDI value elements, instead of an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio as common in HTA. NICE implemented this economic valuation method for the NICE-NHSE Pilot.

---

5 The additional elements of value beyond the traditional value elements are Spectrum value, Transmission value, Enablers value, Diversity value and insurance value. More detail on the definitions of these value elements can be found in the EEPRU report (Rothery et al. 2018)
**Challenges with the STEDI-based value assessment experienced in the pilot**

The application of the STEDI-based assessment within the pilot generated significant challenges. Despite the considerable effort and resources dedicated to the value assessment, the NICE committee agreed that the modelling had not fully captured many of the broader value elements. The NICE committee took the pragmatic action of adding a percentage uplift on the valuation (30% for one product and 50% for the other product) in proportion to the different population sizes across the products to correct for uncaptured STEDI (or population-level) value.

There are a number of other (i.e., apart from STEDI) reasons why there was uncertainty in the broader value assessment conducted by EEPRU. These include:

1. The valuations were sensitive to reasonable assumptions about core parameters such as patient population size, the proportion of the total value captured within the first ten years of the scheme, and which cost-effectiveness threshold should be applied to convert population QALYs into a monetary value total.
2. A lack of data (particularly around the rate at which resistance could be expected to develop for the products) and a lack of efficacy data from the clinical trials that were applicable to the patient population of interest as defined by NICE.
3. The methodologies of quantifying the STEDI framework are still in their infancy, and there is no consensus on how the STEDI elements should be quantified into QALYs or combined in a way that avoids double counting. In addition, the required expertise is siloed in different disciplines (notably infectious disease modellers, HTA experts, microbiologists, and infectious disease clinicians).

6.2 How a scoring system could set the subscription fee within the scheme

A process is needed to evaluate how much of a subscription fee any given antibiotic should receive. HTA has been used in England for over two decades to assess the value of medicines and guide NHS funding decisions. Given the challenges of the full QALY-based NICE approach (including STEDI-based economic evaluation methodology), and the limited experience to date of applying it, an alternative approach is needed for antibiotics in the short run until a fully QALY-based approach incorporating STEDI-based values can be developed and operationalised. Such an alternative approach should enable payment levels to be adjusted within a reasonable range above the minimum subscription fee without being methodologically too complex (at least in the short term).

A pragmatic decision-making process could divide the subscription fee range into a number of categories. Each category would correspond with a value of the subscription fee that a product would receive (e.g., 100-110% of the minimum, 110-120% of the minimum etc.), and placing a product into a ‘value category’ would be based on pre-established decision rules. In particular, the categorisation would be informed by data on product characteristics, its specific target indication, and use strategy (line of treatment/hold back) available at the time of market launch or collected through post-launch surveillance mechanisms within the health system. Combining multiple criteria of value within the decision rules would allow both the clinical value and the broader STEDI value to inform the product’s value category.

**Best practice for scoring systems**

Scoring systems vary in the level of quantification and aggregation required and the total number of criteria considered (Devlin and Sussex, 2011; Marsh et al., 2016). The more criteria, the more quantification and aggregation are required, and the more complex the decision-making process. All scoring systems require a definition of the decision criteria and ex-ante judgements on how those...
criteria will be combined (i.e., their weights). The process for the application of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is shown in Figure 4.

**FIGURE 4: PROCESS FOR APPLICATION OF MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION ANALYSIS (MCDA) ADAPTED FROM DEVLIN AND SUSSEX 2011**

When deciding on criteria to inform the ranking system, best practice states that those criteria should be: complete, nonredundant, nonoverlapping, and preference-independent (Marsh et al., 2016). This is a challenge for a scoring system whose criteria will include STEDI elements that likely have a degree of overlap and potential preference dependence (e.g., we care more about insurance value when spectrum value is low - i.e., when an antibiotic has broader application in a health crisis). Furthermore, the STEDI value profile will depend on the explicit usage strategy, which must be carefully chosen in order to maximise the expected overall value of the antibiotic. The scoring system should reflect this.

Once the criteria are established, the balance of quantitative methods and qualitative/deliberative methods for deciding on categories of value or aggregating across different value elements should be considered. Quantitative methods have the benefit of being more standardised and reducing the bias of human judgement; however, as shown with the pilot, they generate uncertainty when the assumptions and methods underpinning them are imprecise or variable. Qualitative and deliberative methods, which were ultimately used in the pilot to judge the population-level (STEDI) value for each antibiotic, require fewer resources than quantitative models but also add a level of subjectivity to judgements that can potentially undermine the decision-making process, particularly if methods of eliciting or combining qualitative information are unspecified.

**Existing examples of scoring systems**

A scoring system to set a value-based subscription fee within a subscription-based incentive system for antibiotics has been suggested in the literature by Rex and Outterson (2016). Their model suggested a baseline reward with additional value-based rewards according to binary scoring criteria (e.g., novel mode of action, oral formulation, CDC priority pathogen targeting and line of treatment) and population targeted (e.g., presence of paediatric data). The system could serve as a starting point but would have to incorporate a value assessment that includes STEDI value elements.

**Limitations of scoring systems**

Scoring systems for health technologies have been proposed, usually motivated by a need to simplify an assessment process, improve the interpretability of the results of an assessment, or improve the generalisability of results (Moore et al., 2021). The concern with a valuation based on scoring
systems is that, as the final subscription fee does not have to be linked to an objective measure of value, i.e., a QALY, there is likely to be depreciation of the value of a ‘point’ over time. As long as there is no objective measure underpinning the analysis over time, all products may be scored at the higher end of the value range. Over time, as values regress to the maximum, the points system will stop being able to differentiate products based on value - a vital component of the scheme to incentivise high value innovation.

6.3 Areas of agreement and debate

One-step vs two-step process for setting the subscription fee

The NICE-NHSE pilot had a two-step process for setting the subscription fee. Firstly, NHS England assessed eligibility for the scheme, and then, NICE conducted a broader value assessment to model the broader, population-level QALYs of each product. The analysis used the cost per QALY threshold to estimate the total value of each of the products across the subscription period. In contrast, the PASTEUR Act proposes a one-step process for setting the subscription fee, which would be using the score at the eligibility screen based on the target product profile (TPP).

The structure of the health system in the country informs whether a one-step (just an eligibility screen) or two-step approach (eligibility screen and value assessment) is required. In England, the prices the NHS pays for therapies are informed by NICE’s HTA process and ensure the value for money to the NHS; therefore, a QALY-based value assessment ensures cost-effective resource allocation decisions in a pull incentive for antimicrobials as it does with other medicines. Many health economists see no technical justification for why the reimbursement of products through a pull mechanism should not be tied to the quantification of their value to the health system, e.g., through QALYs. However, there is an important signalling role to an incentive, to pay a minimum that is independent of any value assessment. This requires some test of value to be applied by setting eligibility criteria in a two-stage process.

At the other end of the debate, even in the UK context, it has been argued that the resource allocation role that HTA plays could be done with a simpler methodology to manage the budget allocated to the pull incentive. If the total budget for the pull mechanism is set, the aim of the value assessment is to ensure the relative reward for each product reflects its relative value and that the final subscription payment fits within the fair share of the global pull incentive. Without the QALY-based value assessment, however, the budget for the pull incentive may be politically exposed as it does not allow the pull incentive scheme to objectively demonstrate its value compared to other uses of health funding, a crucial consideration for policymakers.

6.4 Recommendations for value assessment

Data gathering plan

After the eligibility screening phase, there should be a pre-agreed process between the HTA agency and the company to define how the antibiotic will be used in the health system to inform the local valuation. The population-level value of an antibiotic depends on the product itself, the indications chosen to be considered and how the new antibiotic will be used alongside existing antibiotics - the latter two factors being decided by the HTA agency using expert advice. Deciding how the antibiotic will be used within the health system should be supported by evidence and aim to maximise its value over time. By setting the ideal usage strategy following the eligibility screening, the company can develop appropriate evidence to support the broader valuation, e.g., in the appropriate target population.
After the eligibility screen, there can be a dialogue between the company and the HTA agency to define what evidence needs to be generated and in what patient groups to support the value assessment. This should include clinical data, modelling, observational and microbiological data that can support the subsequent value assessment. It may also be necessary to organise an expert elicitation process to estimate some parameters. This step would prevent a situation experienced in the NICE-NHSE pilot, whereby the highest value usage strategy was in a group of patients that were underrepresented within the clinical trial. The scope of the assessment should therefore be discussed between the company and the HTA agency as early as possible in the development process and ideally before the pivotal trial begins. In this way, the trial can be tailored, and specific data can be collected that supports the scope of the value assessment. Existing early-dialogue mechanisms, for example, the Innovative Licensing and Access Pathway (ILAP) in the UK, could be adapted to support this phase of the subscription model for antibiotics (MHRA, 2021).

**A points-based value assessment**

In the short term, the subscription fee should be adjusted using a categorical, points-based scoring system. The system should be designed to enable a value-based top-up from the minimum subscription fee given to eligible products. The system should consider the use of good practice MCDA and ensure decision rules are transparent to allow companies to anticipate the likely reward for their product during the product development process. Any value assessment should be reassessed in the medium term (3-5 years) following the initial assessment to take into account additional real-world evidence to ensure the correct valuation for the rest of the subscription period, reducing the risk of overpaying for the payer.

**Transitioning to an economic evaluation**

In the medium term (3-5 years), the methodology underlying the points-based system should be improved with the intent of moving the subscription fee to be informed by a population-level economic evaluation linked to QALYs. The STEDI framework-based Population Net Health Benefit estimation has the advantage of being linked to an objective measure of value (i.e., the QALY) and could continue to be developed as a methodology until it is practical and reliable to implement for antibiotics. This would have the benefit of aligning with HTA methods for other health technologies in the UK, allowing comparison of the value generated across them to inform resource allocation decision-making. It will also help to combat the inevitable drift we have highlighted of a points-based system to maximum scores, degrading the credibility of the scoring system and reducing the incentive properties needed to signal a willingness to pay more for higher value antibiotics. Research, industry-academic collaboration, and pilots running QALY-based approaches in parallel to the scoring approach will be needed to develop the discipline to a level where it can be used to support decision-making with a degree of credibility, quality and consistency, similar to traditional cost-effectiveness analysis.

In order to achieve methodological advances, there has to be an investment to ensure progress is made. The two most impactful activities to support are:

1. **Develop communities of practice**

In the short-term, investment is needed to develop communities of practice around economic modelling for antibiotics. The complexities in antibiotic modelling surpass even those of the population-based economic models built to support vaccine appraisals. In order to overcome these complexities, research is needed to validate the modelling approach. Interdisciplinary collaboration will be particularly crucial as many of the assumptions needed to quantify the STEDI elements depend on subtle clinical and microbiological phenomena that are likely to vary across products and indications. Over time a community of practice will develop standards and norms around the economic modelling of antibiotics that will allow good practice to be used to support decision-making by payers. These activities need to be supported with long-term targeted research funding.
and the establishment of fora like academic interest groups and opportunities for work to be published, presented, and debated. The recent paper published by NICE sharing lessons learned from the process should be seen as a starting point for other countries to continue to develop the discipline (Leonard et al., 2023).

2. Investment in evidence gathering

Modelling expertise alone will not be enough to transition from a points-based system to an economic evaluation-based system. Evidence is needed to support some of the key assumptions of any population-based model. One crucial area of uncertainty is the link between antibiotic usage and the emergence of product-specific, class-specific and multi-class resistance. Understanding how the rate of resistance changes over time in relation to other factors, principally how much it is used and in which patients, is also vital. In addition, there is currently a lack of scientific understanding about how bacteria and resistance spread across a population and particularly the relationship between colonisation and the development of an infection. Without a better scientific understanding of the fundamental dynamics of bacterial infection, it will not be possible for health economic modellers to model the STEDI elements.
7 Conclusions

The NICE-NHSE pilot has been an important step forward in highlighting that (pull, delinked) incentives for antimicrobials can be implemented. Learning from the pilot process and the discussions it has initiated is important if we are to develop a sustainable model for implementing delinked pull incentives in the UK and globally. In this paper, we have presented recommendations for pull incentives for antimicrobials, focussing on subscription models, which health systems in the UK and around the world could consider. We have also highlighted areas of continued debate. Our recommendations have three key features:

1. The minimal reward within a pull incentive should fall into a range. This range should correspond to a realistic estimate of a country’s share of a global pull incentive, depending on how many other countries globally contribute.

2. Eligibility screening should be weighted towards global needs but should also consider local requirements. There should be a minimum precommitment at the eligibility screening stage between the payer and the developer to be paid on market launch based on an agreed TPP to strengthen the pull incentive mechanism. If the TPP is met, the minimum payment is guaranteed.

3. There should be a value-based top-up based on a points-based system in the short term and a full STEDI-based economic evaluation linked to an objective measure of health value in the long term, which reflects the population-level value of each antibiotic. The subscription fee should be reassessed after three years to assess real-world evidence and reduce the risk of overpayment from the payer.

Care should be taken by those implementing pull incentives to ensure that processes and decision criteria are defined and transparent. All experts consulted as part of this project agreed that transparency was a vital component of the pull incentive to increase the clarity for developers, reducing their commercial risk by ensuring they are able to accurately assess their likely rewards in a global market that includes pull incentives. The obligations of industry, particularly for data collection, should be clearly established early on in the process to ensure that investment in end-stage clinical development and post-launch evidence generation delivers data that is as helpful as possible to the value assessment process.

There are a number of limitations in our recommendations, which reflect trade-offs inherent in any pull incentive. The major trade-off is the balance of risk sharing between the developer and the payer. The recommendations presented above, particularly precommitments based on an early TPP and a points-based valuation system, may be vulnerable to gaming because the payer is required to make decisions based on less information than normal.

The NICE-NHSE pilot showed an example of what is possible, but in taking a theoretical model and seeking to make it real, it has highlighted many implementation challenges and also conflicting views about the precise function and requirements for pull incentives to combat AMR. We have highlighted some of those ongoing disagreements in this paper and hope to support future work to generate consensus.

Regardless of these disagreements, the UK has an important role in supporting other countries to adopt similar pull incentives (at a national level), particularly in the EU and the US. A successful pull incentive mechanism in the UK will not be enough on its own to stimulate antimicrobial development. More work needs to be done internationally to build on the NICE-NHSE pilot efforts through research and international political cooperation.
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